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1. BACKGROUND 
 
 
The 8,750-hectare area known as Winton Wetlands is a critical part of the natural environment and 
the largest wetlands restoration project in Australia. Located in North-East Victoria near the Hume 
Highway between the regional townships of Benalla and Wangaratta, Winton Wetlands has more than 
3,000-hectares of wetlands surrounded by substantial areas of red gum and box grassy woodlands. 
The Winton Wetlands Committee of Management (the Committee) has been developing the Mokoan 
Project on behalf of the Victorian Government since the decommissioning of Lake Mokoan in 2010.  
 
While science plays an important role, wetlands provide habitat for plants and animals, supporting a 
wide diversity of life. The Committee recognises Winton Wetlands is the land of the Yorta Yorta People 
and pays their respect to the original owners. We acknowledge Yorta Yorta People’s connection to 
Country and to demonstrate that we are genuine, we have partnered with the Yorta Yorta Nation 
Aboriginal Corporation (Yorta Yorta Nation) who are representative of the Family Groups. Yorta Yorta 
Nation’s involvement on all projects that relate to their culture, impacts on Country and new projects 
are our priority. We see the Yorta Yorta Nation as equal partners and managers of Country.  Genuine 
engagement with the Yorta Yorta can only strengthen the Committee’s ongoing relationship with 
them. Free, prior and informed consent is a process we comply with and action with the Yorta Yorta 
Nation.  The Committee is really excited to collaborate with the Yorta Yorta Nation and as such Yorta 
Yorta artists have the opportunity to create an artistic response within their own Country. The 
Committee envisions these new artistic works will introduce the creativity of Yorta Yorta artists in a 
contemporary setting. The visitor experience and interaction at Winton Wetlands can only be 
enhanced with Yorta Yorta involvement.  
 
The Committee acknowledges that with the introduction of European culture and intervention, the 
Yorta Yorta People have been impacted through dispossession and displacement.  
 

In 2017 Winton Wetlands successfully applied to Regional Development Victoria for funds to 
implement a new Winton Wetlands trail project. The naming of this trail is still in its early stages and 
is currently referred to as the Winton Wetlands Indigenous Art Trail Project (the Art Trail), however, 
the process of naming has not been finalised. We recognise Yorta Yorta culture is not the same as 
Yorta Yorta artistic expression. We want to celebrate Yorta Yorta culture as well as the creative 
endeavours of the Yorta Yorta People, and the naming of the Art Trail will be guided by this process. 
While Yorta Yorta view this as a whole of Country experience, other features of the trail include 12 
kilometres of cycle path which will sit alongside existing Winton Wetlands developments including the 
Mokoan Hub and Cafe. 
 
The Art Trail is due to be acquitted in December 2020. Our funding agreement with Regional 
Development Victoria specifies that at least $500,000 must be spent on Indigenous art. 
 
The Art Trail has the capacity to support the vision and strategy for Winton Wetlands through: 

• Collaboration with the Yorta Yorta Nation  

• Engagement of Yorta Yorta artists  

• Creation of programs that will support the Yorta Yorta Nation, national, regional and local 
tourism through drawing new visitors to the site 

• Provide visitors with an opportunity to learn more about Yorta Yorta culture in Victoria’s North-
East 

• Substantially support the ongoing development of an interpretive program at Winton Wetlands 
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2. EXPRESSIONS-OF-INTEREST PROCESS 
 
2.1 The Art Works 
 
This project will engage Yorta Yorta artists. The work will be located outdoors in several places, in the 
café/hub vicinity, along the bike trail near the hub (moving right from the hub for about 500 metres) 
and in two driveable locations at Greens Hill and Humphries Hill. We are open to ideas.  
 
The project has the funds to support 11 new works as described below.  
 
a. Art trail – 8 New Works 
These works will be located in the area near the hub on or close to the bike path. These proposals 
might include work that is stand-alone sculpture, living sculpture (eg, a garden) or digital work that 
can be activated by the visitor. Each of these works will be funded at $25,000 per work.  (This total 
includes artist fee, fabrication/creation and installation costs.  The artist fee is based on the National 
Association of Visual Arts fee schedule for artists fees for public art @ 20% of the total funded work.) 
 
b. An iconic work near the Hub – 1 New Work  
A significant work that has the capacity to inspire visitors in relation to the Yorta Yorta culture. This 
work will be funded at $60,000. (This total includes artist fee, fabrication/creation and installation 
costs.  The artist fee is based on the National Association of Visual Arts fee schedule for artists fees for 
public art @ 20% of the total funded work.) 
 
 
c. Greens Hill and Humphries Hill – 2 New Works 
Iconic works located in the landscape at both Greens Hill and Humphries Hill (one in each location). 
These two works will be funded at $80,000 per work. (This total includes artist fee, fabrication/creation 
and installation costs.  The artist fee is based on the National Association of Visual Arts fee schedule 
for artists fees for public art @ 20% of the total funded work.) 
 
*All 11 works are embedded within the Yorta Yorta landscape. The Committee acknowledges that Yorta Yorta 
culture is not the same as Yorta Yorta creative works. We have an understanding of the history of generations 
of occupation and dispossession to the Yorta Yorta, and of the landscape itself being transformed by European 
intervention. 

 
2.2 First Round Submissions 
 

Opens Mon 3 February 2020 

Closes Mon 16 March 2020 

 
Yorta Yorta artists are invited to submit an outline of their artistic practice to date and a brief proposal 
as to how what type of work they would like the opportunity to create at the site.  Artists are asked 
to use the template provided at Appendix #1 to develop and submit their proposal. Expressions-of-
Interest will be assessed by a Curatorial Panel and up to 20 artists will be shortlisted.  
 
2.3 Curatorial Panel 
 
The Curatorial Panel is diverse and includes people from the region who have substantial experience 
in arts practice and Yorta Yorta culture. The Curatorial Panel will review all submissions and select up 
to 20 finalists. 
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2.4  Artists’ Workshop, Fri 24 April 2020 
 
Finalist artists will be invited to an artists’ workshop which will be delivered. The workshop will be 
conducted from mid-morning on Friday 24 April and conclude with a shared meal in the late afternoon. 
Artists will be welcomed and receive an induction to the site, including a tour. All of the proposed sites 
for artwork will be explored. Details of the process for the final submission will be explained in detail 
as will the contract that will be signed by each artist who is offered a commission.   
 
Attendance at this workshop is compulsory for any artist selected in the first round who would like fto 
be commissioned during the second round. Attendance includes a fee based on the National 
Association of Visual Arts practitioner fee, hourly rate set for a mid-career artists of $51.51 per hour.  
Attendees will be entitled to a travel allowance, accommodation if needed and catering will be 
provided. Full details will be made available to those invited to attend.  
 
2.4 Final Submission Process 
 
Artists will be invited to propose a work that fits into one of the categories noted in Section 2.1. This 
proposal might not be the same proposal that was put forward as part of the first submission. It is 
expected that artists will offer a precise location for the proposed work.  
 
All submissions will need to include a budget that will include (for example): 

• all associated costs regarding development and delivery  

• all artists’ costs regarding travel to and from the site 

• accommodation if needed 

• fabrication 

• transport and installation of the work 

• artists’ fee 
 
The contract between Winton Wetlands and the artist will include scheduled payments following 
achievement of relevant milestones such as submission of final design and budget, completion of art 
work and installation of artwork. 
 
The Curatorial Panel will convene for a second time to assess the final round of submission.  
 
KEY DATES 
 

Expressions-of-Interest Process Opens Mon 3 February 2020 

Expressions-of-Interest Process Closes Mon 16 March 2020 

Curatorial Panel Meets Week of 23 March 2020 

Notification of Outcomes Week of 30 March 2020 

  

Artists’ workshop at Winton Wetlands 24 April 2020 

Final submissions from artists are received Monday 18 May 2020 

Curatorial Panel meets to review Final 
Submissions 

Week of 25 May 2020 

Approval for the selected artists and art works 
sought  

Week of 1 June 2020 

Contracts with selected artists are finalised By end of June 2020 

Delivery period: Creative Producer works 
through contract milestones with each artist, 
concluding with the installation of the works. 

July – November 2020 
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ATTACHMENT #1: Winton Wetland Art Trail 
 
Expressions-of-Interest Form 
You should fill out this form and submit no later than Mon 16 March 2020 to the email below. Please 
attach a 1-2 page outline of your artistic career to date and any images you feel will support your 
Expression-of-Interest. If you would like any further information, please contact Creative Producer 
Narelle Vogel on m: 0458 716 283 e: art@wintonwetlands.org.au 
 

Artist’s Name  

Address   

Mobile   

Day time phone   

Email   

Website  

Instagram  

Other Social Media  

  

Concept Proposal Name  

 
Proposed Art Work Location (tick one box ONLY) 

□ 
One of 8 works at $25,000 each, near the hub on or close to the bike path. 

□ 
One work at $60,000 near the Hub  

□ 
One work at Greens Hill at $80,000 

□ 
One work at Humphries Hill at $80,000 

 
Concept Proposal Summary (100 – 300 words)   
Provide a general overview of the type of work you would like to install at the location you’ve chosen. 
You might think about the materials you would use, the theme of the work, its size, how it would sit 
within the landscape, its cultural significance and any examples from your past practice that provide 
an idea of what the finished work would look like. 
 

Type your concept proposal here: 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Availability to attend artists’ workshop and meet project deadlines 

□   I confirm I am able to attend the artists’ workshop on 24 April from 1:00pm - 4:00 pm on site at 

Winton Wetlands 
 
 


